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How many active lawyers are licensed in 

the state of Mississippi (2018)

5,025 [7-Q]

7,007 [10-W]

10,032 [3-C]

15,111 [12-M]



The Mississippi Bar received the most 
complaints from which area practice (2020)?

Criminal [6-A]

Domestic [21-F]

Personal Injury [4-J]

Real Property/Wills [18-P]



In Re Bloom (N.Y. 2019)

Miss. R. Prof’l Conduct 8.4(d)

It is professional misconduct for a lawyer to:

(d) engage in conduct that is prejudicial to the 

administration of justice.



How many people were aboard the Titanic 
when it sank?

About 1,200 [22-Z]

About 1,700 [2-B]

About 2,200 [9-S]

About 2,700 [3-T]



How many passengers and crew did not 
survive the sinking of the Titanic?

524 [20-G]

1,268 [12-V]

1,517 [14-L]

2,000 [10-N]



Robol v. Virginia State Bar, 867 S.E.2d 48 (Va. 2022)

Miss. R. Prof’l Conduct 3.3(a):  “A lawyer shall not 
knowingly: (1) Make a false statement of fact or law to a 
tribunal.”

Comment:  An advocate is responsible for pleadings and other documents 

prepared for litigation, but is usually not required to have personal knowledge of 
matters asserted therein, for litigation documents ordinarily present assertions 
by the client, or by someone on the client's behalf, and not assertions by the 
lawyer. … However, an assertion purporting to be on the lawyer's own knowledge, 
as in an affidavit by the lawyer or in a statement in open court, may properly be 
made only when the lawyer knows the assertion is true or believes it to be true on 
the basis of a reasonably diligent inquiry. There are circumstances where failure 
to make a disclosure is the equivalent of an affirmative misrepresentation.….



True or False: Michelangelo’s 
statue of David is fully nude:

True [G-11]

False [T-1]



What is the maximum fine a person can 

receive for their first conviction of Indecent 
Exposure in Mississippi?

$250 [1-A]

$500 [19-Y]

$750 [10-H]

$1,000 [12-M]



Matter of Moody (N.Y. 2021)

Miss. R. Prof’l Conduct 8.4(d)

It is professional misconduct for a lawyer to:

(d) engage in conduct that is prejudicial to the 

administration of justice.



What high school subject did Walter White 
teach in Breaking Bad?

Biology [20-Z]

Chemistry [15-i]

Math [22-C]

Computer Science [10-W]



How many homicides did Ted Bundy admit to?

10 [5-A]

20 [11-X]

30 [17-N]

40 [1-Q]



Erie-Hudson v. Bailey and Bailey,
161 N.E.3d 590 (Ohio 2020)
Miss. R. Prof’l Conduct Rule 3.5(d):  “A lawyer shall not: engage in conduct 

intended to disrupt the tribunal.”

Comment to 3.5:  “An advocate can present the cause, protect the record for 

subsequent review and preserve professional integrity by patient firmness not 

less effectively than by belligerence or theatrics.”

Miss. R. Prof’l Conduct 8.4(d): A lawyer shall not engage in conduct prejudicial to 

the administration of justice.



Miss. R. Prof’l Conduct 8.2(a):  

A lawyer shall not make a statement that the lawyer knows to be false or with 

reckless disregard as to its truth or falsity concerning the qualifications or 

integrity of a judge, adjudicating officer or public legal officer, or of a candidate 

for election or appointment to judicial or legal office. 



Lawyer Disciplinary Bd. v. Macia,
2022 WL 1060658 (W.Va. 2022)



How many monthly active users does 
Facebook have?

1.5 million [1-C]

100 million [15-V]

1.7 billion [20-Y]

2.9 billion [7-O]



What year was Facebook launched?

2000 [4-A]

2002 [7-i]

2004 [5-E]

2006 [20-H]



Matter of Draskovich, 499 P.3d 1177 (Nev. 2021)

Miss. Rule 1.6:

(a) A lawyer shall not reveal information relating to the representation of a client unless the client gives 

informed consent, the disclosure is impliedly authorized in order to carry out the representation, or disclosure 

is permitted by paragraph (b).

(b) A lawyer may reveal such information to the extent the lawyer reasonably believes necessary:  

(5) to establish a claim or defense on behalf of the lawyer in a controversy between the lawyer and 

the client, to establish a defense to a criminal charge or civil claim against the lawyer based upon 

conduct in which the client was involved, or to respond to allegations in any proceeding concerning 

the lawyer's representation of the client.



Which American president was assassinated 
in 1901?

Abraham Lincoln [3-D]

James Garfield [20-V]

William McKinley [26-R]

John F. Kennedy [25-A]



What is the rarest M&M color?

Red [10-C]

Orange[16-Y]

Green [1-L]

Yellow [22-E]

Brown [8-T]



Virginia State Bar v. McGarry

Miss. R. of Prof’l Conduct 1.2(e): 

When a lawyer knows that a client expects assistance not permitted by the Rules 

of Professional Conduct or other law, the lawyer shall consult with the client 

regarding the relevant limitations on the lawyer’s conduct.



What year was the 1st generation of the 
iphone introduced to the U.S. market?

2000 [1-E]

2003 [16-J]

2005 [6-P]

2007 [2-D]



Approximately how many tweets are posted 
every minute?

100,000 [8-A]

350,000 [24-B]

525,000 [13-M]

1,000,000 [10-S]



Tyler v. State, 47 P.3d 1095 (Alaska App. Ct. 2001)

Miss. R. Prof’l Conduct 3.3(a)(3):  A lawyer shall not knowingly:

(3)  fail to disclose to the tribunal legal authority in the controlling 

jurisdiction known to the lawyer to be directly adverse to the position of 

the client and not disclosed by opposing counsel;

Comment: [A]n advocate has a duty to disclose directly adverse authority 

in the controlling jurisdiction which has not been disclosed by the 

opposing party.  The underlying concept is that legal argument is a 

discussion seeking to determine the legal premises properly applicable 

to the case.



In 2022 the Mississippi legislature designated 

“Phillip Cameron Hendry Mississippi Mosquito and 
West Nile Awareness Week” on what week?

April 4 – 10 [11-P]

April 11 – 17 [1-U]

April 18 – 24 [19-F]

April 25 – 31 [3-Z]



In 2022 the Mississippi legislature designated 
April 14th as “Reman Day” which recognizes:

Henry Reman [12-R]

Reman High School [2-H]

Remanufacturing [22-C]

Ready to Eat Meals and Necessities [15-A]



Fortune v. State, 837 S.E.2d 37 (S.C. 2019)


